Male tolerance and male–male bonds in a multilevel primate society
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Male relationships in most species of mammals generally are characterized by intense intrasexual competition, with little bonding among unrelated individuals. In contrast, human societies are characterized by high levels of cooperation and strong bonds among both related and unrelated males. The emergence of cooperative male–male relationships has been linked to the multilevel structure of traditional human societies. Based on an analysis of the patterns of spatial and social interaction in combination with genetic relatedness data of wild Guinea baboons (Papio papio), we show that this species exhibits a multilevel social organization in which males maintain strong bonds and are highly tolerant of each other. Several “units” of males with their associated females form “parties,” which team up as “gangs.” Several gangs of the same “community” use the same home range. Males formed strong bonds predominantly within parties; however, these bonds were not correlated with genetic relatedness. Agonistic interactions were relatively rare and were restricted to a few dyads. Although the social organization of Guinea baboons resembles that of hamadryas baboons, we found stronger male–male affiliation and more elaborate greeting rituals among male Guinea baboons and less aggression toward females. Thus, the social relationships of male Guinea baboons differ markedly from those of other members of the genus, adding valuable comparative data to test hypotheses regarding social evolution. We suggest that this species constitutes an intriguing model to study the predictors and fitness benefits of male bonds, thus contributing to a better understanding of the evolution of this important facet of human social behavior.

Significance

Recent theoretical approaches to understanding the evolution of cooperation point to a close link between spatial structure and cooperative tendencies and question the importance of kin relations. We here show that Guinea baboon males living in a multilevel society maintain strong male bonds, irrespective of relatedness, and exhibit low levels of overt aggression. Although our results are compatible with the idea that kin relations may have favored male tolerance and bond formation in the course of evolution, they also support the notion that these relations are not necessary to maintain cooperative relationships in a multilevel society. Guinea baboons thus may constitute a valuable model for understanding the conditions that played a role in the emergence of human social evolution.
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We used ranging data collected from animals equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) collars, proximity, and behavioral measures recorded during focal observations from individually identified males, as well as population genetic analyses based on microsatellites to describe the association patterns and individual interactions of Guinea baboons in space and time. Our aim was to contribute to a deeper understanding of the link between social organization and the formation of male bonds and to provide critical empirical evidence for modeling the processes that gave rise to some of the hallmarks in human evolution.

Results

Grouping Patterns. The results of the change-point analysis based on GPS data indicated that the Guinea baboon society consists of three structural levels. First, the algorithm detected a change point-reflecting dyads that associated more than 68% of the time (n = 12); these dyads were classified as belonging to the same "party." The mean party size was 25 individuals (range, 16–35). Second, we found a significant split separating dyads that spent up to 12% of the time together. This division corresponds to dyads that belong to the same "gang" (Fig. 1). The remaining dyads (65 of 83) associated rarely and are referred to as belonging to the same "community." The split between members of parties and gangs was less well supported than the division between gangs and the community (91% vs. 100% confidence level). The community–gang split was confirmed in 28 of 30 runs (93%), and the gang–party split was confirmed in 22 of 30 runs (73%). Individuals that belonged to the same party maintained a median distance of 143 m (interquartile range [IQR], 41–301). Individuals from different parties but within the same gang maintained a median distance of 757 m (IQR, 327–1028), and individuals from different gangs within the community maintained a median distance of 2,246 m (IQR, 1930–2695). The differences between the different levels were significant (n = 83; degrees of freedom = 2; test statistic H = 41.52; Pcommunity vs. gang = 0.002; Pcommunity vs. party ≤ 0.001). Notably, the three observed gangs occupied almost identical home ranges (Fig. 2), although they did not spend much time in close proximity.

We conducted behavioral observations of males from the Mare gang in 2010 and from males of the Mare and the Simenti gang in 2011. The results of the hierarchical cluster analysis based on dyadic association indices (AIs) extracted from proximity measures taken during group scans (males within a 20-m distance) also supported the view of a multilevel organization. Fig. 3 shows three clusters consisting of three adult males each from the 2010 dataset. The identification of three clusters was confirmed by Tabu Search cluster analysis, resulting in a best fit for three clusters [Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r²) = 0.91]. In the 2011 dataset the first bifurcation reflects the split into the two gangs (eight adult males each). Within both gangs, we found two clusters (best fit four clusters; r² = 0.74), each including four males, representing the different parties (Fig. 3). On average, the AIs among party dyads were 0.65 (±0.10 SD), and those among gang dyads were 0.24 (±0.10 SD). See SI Materials and Methods for methodological details.

Males spent considerable time (17%, 252/1,480 instances) within 1 m of other individuals. The other individual was an adult female in 58.7% of these 252 instances and an adult male in 29.4%. In the remaining 11.9% instances, the male was within 1 m of both a female and a male. These proportions largely reflected the sex ratio in the study population (Table S1). In 22.1% of the instances when a male was sitting near another male, the two males belonged to different parties of the same gang.

Relatedness. Males that belonged to the same gang were significantly more closely related than males belonging to different gangs, but there was no significant difference in relatedness for males that belonged either to the same or to different parties within the same gang (Table 1 and SI Materials and Methods). Overall, we detected 17 dyads that appeared to be highly related (pairwise r values ranged from 0.25–0.51) (Tables S2 and S3). Three of the five parties we observed appeared to comprise one closely related dyad and additional males that were not highly related. One highly related dyad was found in the same gang but not the same party. Members of five highly related dyads belonged to different gangs. The remaining eight highly related dyads included males that we were unable to assign to any party or gang because we did not observe them again after taking the samples for genetic analyses.

Male Relationships. The majority of male–male social interactions in which both partners were individually identified took place within a male’s gang (78% of 580 interactions). All social interactions except severe aggression were observed significantly more frequently within, rather than between, parties of the same gang (exact Wilcoxon test, n = 14; affiliative: W = –91.0, P < 0.001;
agonistic: $W = -81.0, P = 0.009$; greetings: $W = -105.0, P < 0.001$; support: $W = -91.0, P = 0.006$; Table 2). Severe aggression, in contrast, was observed more often between than within parties of the same gang ($W = 47.0, P = 0.014$).

Males exchanged a sizable share of affiliative behavior with other males: In 18.6% of 591 male affiliative interactions, the partner was another adult male. Affiliative interactions typically were restricted to an average of only 2.4 partners (Fig. 4); overall, one-third of all possible male–male dyads exchanged affiliative interactions. Except for two pairs of males, all dyads that maintained a strong bond, i.e., who interacted affiliatively with one another more frequently than average, consisted of males of the same party. Moreover, the majority of coalitions (28 of 30) were formed between males of the same party, and all of these occurred between males that maintained a strong bond. There was a significant positive correlation between the support (coalition) and the affiliation network [quadratic assignment procedure (QAP) correlation; Mare gang 2010: $r = 0.88, P = 0.001$; Mare gang 2011: $r = 0.66; P = 0.002$; Simenti gang 2011: $r = 0.52, P = 0.016$]. Furthermore, the same males maintained close relationships across both years.

Greeting networks mainly encompassed males of the same party, but this pattern was more clearcut in the Mare gang than in the Simenti gang (Fig. 4). Overall, about 80% of the possible dyads were observed to exchange greetings. On average, each male exchanged greetings with 5.8 different male partners. Of the 93 recorded agonistic interactions (including supplants, threats, chases, and fights), only 64 had a clear winner and loser. Forty-two of these agonistic interactions occurred between males belonging to the same party, and 22 took place between members of different parties. We were not able to detect a significantly linear dominance hierarchy among males (MatMan: all $h = 0.3-0.4$; all $P > 0.386$) either within or between parties. This absence of a dominance hierarchy likely resulted from a substantial amount of empty cells, because agonistic interactions mostly occurred between a few specific males (Fig. 4). However, agonistic interactions generally were unidirectional (all directional consistency indices 0.7-0.8), and there were no intraspecific dominance relationships. Overall, males exchanged agonistic interactions with 4.1 partners on average. Generally, males directed agonistic behavior toward males and females at comparably low rates; $0.23 \pm 0.10$ aggressive events per hour per subject (mean $\pm$ SD) toward males, and $0.24 \pm 0.15$ aggressive events per hour per subject toward females.

Kinship did not predict social interaction patterns, because there was no correlation between the genetic and any of the social interaction networks (Table 3). Thus, kin were neither more likely to affiliate nor more likely to engage in agonistic interaction patterns than nonkin.

**Discussion**

Based on the ranging patterns derived from GPS data and the proximity data collected during focal observations, we found support for a multilevel social system in Guinea baboons consisting of the party, the gang, and the community. Ongoing observations corroborate the notion that females are closely associated with one specific male (19), suggesting that parties encompass another level, namely that of reproductive units, consisting of the primary male, his females, and the females’ offspring. Accordingly, the Guinea baboon party likely is equivalent to *P. hamadryas* clans (comprising several one-male units), whereas the Guinea baboon gang corresponds to the hamadryas band, which consists of several clans. Our results also are in line with previous notions that the Guinea baboon society reveals second- and third level-groupings (20). Overall, the social layers were relatively predictable, unlike individualistic fusion–fusion societies such as in chimpanzees, in which high variability in association patterns is observed (24). Instead, the Guinea baboons conformed to a “molecular” type of multilevel society (10).

Males on average were more closely related within than between gangs, but within gangs we found close associations between both related and unrelated males. This pattern is similar to that in chimpanzees, in which affiliation and cooperation do not always map onto relatedness (13). In addition, a broader analysis of the population genetic structure supports the view that Guinea baboon males are predominantly philopatric and that females disperse (25, 26). Overall, however, the genetic relatedness in the present study was rather low, and close genetic relationships also existed between males from different gangs. The low average relatedness might indicate a low reproductive skew in this species and is in line with other studies that show no higher mean average relatedness for the philopatric sex in large groups (27).

Agnostic interactions were generally rare and largely restricted to few dyads. Male Guinea baboons also show relatively low levels of aggression toward females (28). Males within parties and gangs frequently engaged in ritualized greetings, which have been suggested as testing bonds among males (29). The high degree of home range overlap and the lack of overt aggression during encounters between gangs indicate a high degree of spatial tolerance at the group level. This tolerance is further corroborated by a playback study with our subjects, which showed that males responded strongly only to grunts from males of their own gang but largely ignored grunts recorded from either neighboring gangs or unknown animals (30).

**Table 1. Mean pairwise relatedness ($r \pm SD$) of adult males at different social levels within the community for both study periods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>No. of dyads 2010</th>
<th>$r$ (SD) 2010</th>
<th>No. of dyads 2011</th>
<th>$r$ (SD) 2011</th>
<th>No. of dyads 2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Within party</td>
<td>0.02 $\pm$ 0.22</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.01 $\pm$ 0.21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between parties</td>
<td>0.00 $\pm$ 0.15</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.01 $\pm$ 0.16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within gang</td>
<td>0.01 $\pm$ 0.18</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.01 $\pm$ 0.19</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between gang</td>
<td>$-0.05 \pm 0.16$</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>$-0.05 \pm 0.15$</td>
<td>464</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Within-gang dyads were significantly more related than between-gang dyads at $P < 0.01$ in both years. The number of dyads varies between years because of demographic changes.*
The combined results of the present and previous studies justify the assumption that the Guinea baboon society differs substantially from that of other members of the genus. Although their multilevel organization is superficially similar to that of hamadryas baboons, adult male Guinea baboons are highly tolerant of one another and maintain strong affiliative relationships, whereas hamadryas baboon males mainly restrict their affiliative social interactions to a small number of females (18). Geladas (Theropithecus gelada) also reveal different layers in their social organization, but the species is female-bonded (31), and members of different units never interact affiliatively. More detailed observations on social relationships, including data on female social relationships and mating patterns, will be needed to characterize the social system of Guinea baboons fully.

Implications for the Evolution of Social Systems. The observed relatedness pattern among male Guinea baboons may indicate that kin dyads form the nuclei in the formation of parties, whereas long-term bonds among related as well as unrelated individuals may become more important than kinship alone over time. Previous observations from a colony of captive animals suggested that male bonds formed among adolescent males persisted into adulthood (32), but whether these pairs tended to be brothers was unclear. In chimpanzees, maternal brothers affiliate and cooperate, but there also are a large number of affiliative and cooperative dyads that are unrelated or only distantly related, suggesting that cooperation provides direct benefits to the individuals (13). Fitness benefits associated with unrelated male coalitions also have been shown in Assamese macaques (33) and in several nonprimate species, including lions (Panthera leo) (34), and manakins (Pipra flicatauda) (35). Indirect fitness benefits also may play a role, however. A study of fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) showed that females which were kept with males that were related to each other experienced less aggression than females kept with unrelated males (36). Apparently, reduced competition between related males also reduced aggression against females who might be bearing the offspring of related males. Notably, reduced aggression also was observed in situations where not all males were related (36), indicating that the presence of related males may benefit both unrelated males and females across species as diverse as fruit flies and baboons.

Guinea baboon males with strong bonds benefit from mutual support in agonistic interactions with other males, perhaps most likely in the defense of females. Cooperation against the "bachelor threat" has been invoked in geladas (37), snub-nosed monkeys (Rhinopithecus roxellana) (38), Asian colobines (39), humans (3), and zebras (40). Recent analyses have stressed the importance of threats or potential risks in stabilizing cooperation (41), and this effect might explain the lack of overt intergroup hostility in Guinea baboons. Further data will be needed to assess whether some parties prove to be more successful than others in attracting and defending females, thereby contributing to the reproductive success of (most of) its male members.

Dynamics During Range Expansion. Ultimately, the question arises: Which processes give rise to the variation in social systems. Evidence is accumulating that current variation in the key factors considered in socioecological models, such as resource distribution, predation pressure, and infanticide risk, is not sufficient to explain the grouping patterns observed in extant...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Agonism</th>
<th>Greetings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AI</td>
<td>IF</td>
<td>PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.11</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gang</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.01 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values refer to mutually exclusive categories (i.e., “Party” refers to dyads within parties, “Gang” refers to dyads in different parties of the same gang, “Community” refers to dyads in different gangs). We observed no interactions between the individually identified members of the two focal gangs. AI, association index (i.e., the proportion of time spent in 20 m proximity); IF, dyadic hourly interaction frequency; PP, average proportion of possible partners with whom individuals effectively interact.

*2011 only.

Fig. 4. Male spatial, genetic relatedness, and social interaction (affiliation, greeting, and agonism) networks based on data from 2011 for the Mare gang (Upper) and the Simenti gang (Lower). Different colors of the nodes reflect party membership. Light blue nodes represent individuals that were not sampled in the focal observations. Networks were produced using Gephi (https://gephi.github.io) with a Force Atlas layout, using the 20-m proximity data to depict spatial relationships among individuals. The other types of relationships then were projected as edges of different weight (strength) onto the nodes. Only relatedness values >0.125 (51) are indicated.
emergence of high tolerance and cooperation (50). More specifically, genes predis-

to accumulate and eventually become fixed, facilitating the emergence of high tolerance and cooperation (50).

**Summary and Outlook.** Our findings are in line with the view that a multilevel social organization is associated with the emergence and maintenance of cooperation, irrespective of kin relations. Although kin relations may play a role in initiating cooperative relationships over evolutionary and ontogenetic time scales, they are not necessary to maintain cooperative relations in a multilevel society. Future studies will investigate the formation of bonds between males and aim to clarify their immediate and long-term benefits in society with little overt aggression between groups. Of particular interest in this context is the role of females, who in this species appear to have considerable leverage in the formation of male–female associations. A hypothesis to be tested is not only whether males with strong bonds are able to defend their females more efficiently but also whether females actively prefer these males. We believe that Guinea baboons will provide important empirical data to deepen our understanding of the conditions that favor the emergence of cooperation among unrelated individuals.

### Materials and Methods

#### Field Site and Study Subjects.

All observational methods and capturing and handling procedures complied with the current law of Senegal and Germany and were conducted under permits issued by the Direction des Parcs Nationaux du Senegal. The study site lies close to the field station of the German Primate Center, the Centre de Recherche de Primatologie Simenti in the Niokolo-Koba National Park in southeastern Senegal (for further details, see ref. 23). Observations were conducted on two gangs of Guinea baboons, consisting of 55–60 subjects each. Details regarding group composition are given in Table S1.

**GPS Data.** Initially, we captured subjects opportunistically without knowledge about their specific association patterns. In total, we fitted 18 baboons (11 males, 7 females) from three gangs with GPS collars (Tellus GPS; TelevIt) to obtain data on their ranging patterns. Collars were programmed to take synchronous fixes every other hour between 06:00 and 18:00 and at 21:00, midnight, and 03:00. From these fixes, we obtained 110,426 dyadic distance measures for 83 dyads from November 2009 to January 2012 (mean, 1,330 per dyad; range, 13–3,997) (see SI Materials and Methods for details). We calculated dyadic Ads as the proportion of the number of fixes in which two animals were found within 100 m of each other (a reasonable distance within which animals potentially could interact) divided by the number of fixes available for the respective dyad.

To detect different levels in the social organization based on variation in interindividual distances, we conducted a change-point analysis (Change Point Analyzer 2.3; Taylor Enterprises, Inc.) to uncover significant changes in the mean squared error distribution of the data (51). We ran 10,000 boot-

### Table 3. Correlations between matrices of genetic relatedness and interaction networks

| Gang   | Affiliation | | | | | | Agonism | | | | | | Greetings | | | |
|--------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
| Mare 2010 | 0.02 | 0.44 | 0.15 | 0.19 | 0.01 | 0.48 | | | | | | | | | |
| Mare 2011 | 0.11 | 0.29 | 0.24 | 0.14 | 0.07 | 0.45 | | | | | | | | | | |
| Simenti 2011 | –0.34 | 0.04 | –0.47 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.46 | | | | | | | | | | |

Social interaction networks are based on weighted matrices (according to rates of interactions). Pearson correlation coefficients (r) derive from a QAP. We ran 10,000 permutations to obtain P values.

Behavioral Observations. A.P. conducted behavioral observations from March to July 2010 (75 observation days) and from January to June 2011 (106 observation days), between 06:00 and 12:00 and occasionally between 16:00 and 19:00. First, we assessed spatial association patterns from 239 group scans in 2010 and 318 group scans in 2011 in which the identities of all adult males who were seen within 20 m distance of each other was noted. Group scans were conducted before focal observations, approximately at hourly intervals. Data were collected using an HP Tungsten Palm E2 with custom forms created with Pen/Dragon $ software and software Cooperation. We calculated dyadic association indices as (AB–BA)/2 with AB being the proportion of scans for male A in which male A was seen with male B, and BA the proportion of scans for male B in which male B as seen with male A. We analyzed the datasets of 2010 and 2011 separately, applying hierarchical clustering based on Euclidean distances in Statistica 10 (StatSoft) (see SI Materials and Methods for details).

Additionally, A.P. recorded the identities of all adult individuals within a 1-m radius of the focal male at 10-min intervals and calculated the percentage of scans in which the focal males were in close proximity to an adult female, an adult male, or both simultaneously. We collected 1,480 such proximity estimates for 11 focal males (five in the Mare gang and six in the Simenti gang) in 2011 (mean, 135 scans per male; range, 127–140). Finally, A.P. collected 466.1 h of continuous focal observations of 14 males, noting spatial proximity, affiliative interactions, greetings, and agonistic interactions, including the outcome of the agonistic interaction (decided/ undecided) (SI Materials and Methods). Coalitionary support among adult males was recorded ad libitum. We defined "bond strength" based on the proportion with which two individuals sat in body contact (i.e., <10 cm), embraced, or groomed each other. Dyads that affiliated more frequently than the gang average [i.e., whose sociality index (the number of affiliative interactions per hour)/average number of affiliative interactions per hour in the subject's gang] was >1] were considered to have a strong bond (7). Similarly, we identified preferred greeting partners and strong agonistic relationships by identifying those dyads that greeted each other or engaged in agonistic interactions more frequently than the gang average. However, correlations among networks were based on weighted matrices (according to rates of interactions). Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were derived from a QAP. We ran 10,000 permutations to obtain P values. The dominance rank order was calculated in MatMan for Microsoft Excel Version 1.1 [Noldus Information Technology BV (53)], based on a giver-receiver matrix of decided agonistic interactions. We tested the presence of a linear dominance hierarchy separately for each period and gang. We used the improved linearity index (h') because not all relationships between dyads were known. To assess the statistical significance of the degree of linearity, a two-step randomization test (10,000 randomizations) was performed. This test was one-tailed, and the significance level was set at 0.05.

**Genetic Data.** Genetic relatedness was determined based on 25 autosomal microsatellite markers (Table S5). Dyadic relatedness coefficients were estimated in COANCESTRY v 1.0 (54). Correlations between the genetic and interaction networks and between the coalition and affiliation networks were calculated in UClnet (55).
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